Independence-based (IB) assignments to Bayesian belief networks were originally pro posed as abductive explanations. IB as signments assign fewer variables in abduc tive explanations than do schemes assign ing values to all evidentially supported vari ables. We use IB assignments to approxi mate marginal probabilities in Bayesian be lief networks. Recent work in belief up dating for Bayes networks attempts to ap proximate posterior probabilities by fi nding a small number of the highest probability com plete (or perhaps evidentially supported) as signments. Under certain assumptions, the probability mass in the union of these assign ments is sufficient to obtain a good approx imation. Such methods are especially use ful for highly-connected networks, where the maximum clique size or the cutset size make the standard algorithms intractable.
Independence-based (IB) assignments to Bayesian belief networks were originally pro posed as abductive explanations. IB as signments assign fewer variables in abduc tive explanations than do schemes assign ing values to all evidentially supported vari ables. We use IB assignments to approxi mate marginal probabilities in Bayesian be lief networks. Recent work in belief up dating for Bayes networks attempts to ap proximate posterior probabilities by fi nding a small number of the highest probability com plete (or perhaps evidentially supported) as signments. Under certain assumptions, the probability mass in the union of these assign ments is sufficient to obtain a good approx imation. Such methods are especially use ful for highly-connected networks, where the maximum clique size or the cutset size make the standard algorithms intractable.
Since IB assignments contain fewer assigned variables, the probability mass in each as signment is greater than in the respective complete assignment. Thus, fewer IB assign ments are sufficient, and a good approxima tion can be obtained more efficiently. IB as signments can be used for efficiently approxi mating posterior node probabilities even in cases which do not obey the rather strict skewness assumptions used in previous re search. Two algorithms for finding the high probability IB assignments are suggested: one by doing a best-fi rst heuristic search, and another by special-purpose integer linear pro gramming. Experimental results show that this approach is feasible for highly connected belief networks.
Keywords: Probabilistic Reasoning, Bayesian Belief N etworks, Relevance, Belief Updating, Belief Revision Constraint Satisfaction. Finding the posterior distribution of variables in a Bayesian belief network is a problem of particular re search interest for the probabilistic reasoning commu nity. Although a polynomial-time algorithm for com puting the probabilities exists fo r poly trees [17] , the problem was proved to be NP-hard in the general case in [5] . Several exact algorithms exist for computing posterior probabilities: clustering and junction-trees [18, 16] , conditioning [6] , and term evaluation [19] . These are all exponential-time algorithms in the worst case. Newer algorithms attempt various refinements of these schemes [9] .
Several approximation algorithms also exist. In [14] and similar papers, approximation is achieved by stochastically sampling through instantiations to the network variables. In [10] , the idea was to use the con ditioning method, but to condition only on a small, high probability, subset of the (exponential size) set of possible assignments to the cutset variable.
Recently, approximation algorithms have emerged based on deterministic enumeration of high probability terms or assignments to variables in the network. The probability of each such assignment can be computed quickly: in O(n), or sometimes even (incrementally) in 0(1). The probability of a particular instantiation to a variable v (say v = vl) is approximated by simply dividing the probability mass of all assignments which contain v = v1 by the total mass of enumerated as signments. If only assignments compatible with the evidence are enumerated, this approximated the pos terior probability of v = v1. The approximation im proves incrementally as successively more probability mass accumulates.
In [8] incremental operations for probabilistic reason ing were investigated, among them a suggestion for approximating marginal probabilities by enumerating high-probability terms. One interesting point is the skewness result: if a network has a distribution such that every row in the distribution arrays has one en try greater than n;;-l, then collecting only n + 1 assignments, we also have at least � of the probability mass. Ta king the topology of the network into ac count, and using term computations, this can presum ably be achieved effi ciently. However, the skewness assumption as is seems somewhat restrictive. It may hold in some domains, such as circuit fault diagnosing , but certainly not in the typical case, e . g . in randomly generated networks. Slightly relaxing the constraint, say to probability entries greater than ( n� 1 ) 2 , already requires on the order of n2 assignments to get similar results.
In [21] partial assignments to nodes in the network are created from the root nodes down. The probability of each such assignment is easily computable. Much saving in computational effort is achieved by not both ering about irrelevant nodes (barren nodes), i.e. nodes that are not above some query set node , or nodes that are d-separated from the evidence nodes. Later in that paper, an assumption of extreme probabilities is made.
This is similar to the skewness assumption above. In fact , in the circuit fault diagnosis experiment in [21] , the numbers actually used are well within the bounds of the skewness assumption. The conflict scheme was used later on in that paper in order to narrow the search.
It was already suggested [30, 12) 
where As is the assignment A restricted to the set of nodes 5. The product terms can each be retrieved in constant time.
One might argue that searching for high-probability assignments for approximating marginal distributions is a bad idea, since coming up with the high probability assignment is NP-hard [31] . We might have expected that a polynomial time algorithm be sufficient to compute approximations. However, [7] shows that even approximating marginal probabili ties in belief networks is NP-hard, and thus there is no polynomial-time approximation algorithm unless P=NP. Therefore, using this kind of approximation al gorithm is a reasonable proposition, provided that for some sub-classes of the problem that are bad for exist ing algorithms, our approximation algorithm behaves well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses the details of how to approximate poste rior probabilities from a set of high-probability 1B as signments , and how to modify the IB MAP algorithm of [30] for computing posterior probabilities. Section 3 reviews the reduction of IB MAP computation to linear systems of equations [30] , and presents a few improvements that reduce the number of equations.
Searching for next-best assignments using linear pro gramming is discussed. Section 4 presents experimen tal timing results for approximation of posterior prob abilities on random networks. We conclude with other related work and an evaluation of the IB MAP meth ods.
COMPUTING MARGINALS
The probability of a certain node instantiation, v = v1, is approximated by the probability mass in the IB as signments containing v = v1 divided by the total mass.
If we need to find the probability of v, then vis a query node. Nodes where evidence is introduced are called evidence nodes. We also assume that the evidence is conjunctive in nature, i.e. it is an assignment of values to the evidence nodes. We assume that each enumer ated IB assignment A contains some assignment to query node v, and enforce this condition in the algo rithm. Let I be a set of IB enumerated assignments .
To approximate the probability of v = Vi, we compute:
where the probability of a set of assignments is the probability of the event that is the union of all the events standing for all the assignments (not the prob ability of the union of the assignments). If we are computing the prior probability of v = v1, we can ei ther assume that the denominator is 1 (and not bother about assignments assigning v a value other than v1), or use 1 -P( {AlA E I}) as an error bound. If all IB assignments are disjoint, this is easily computable: simply add the probabilities of the IB assignments in each set to get the probability of the set.
However, since IB assignments are partial, it is possible for the events denoted by two different IB assignments to overlap. For example, let { u, v, w} be nodes, each with a domain {1,2,3}. Then A= {u = 1,v = 2} has an overlap with B = {u = 1, w = 1}. The overlap C = AU B is also an assignment:
Thus, computing the probability of the union of the IB assignments is non-trivial. We can use the following property of IB assignments:
Evaluating the probability of a set of IB assignments may require the evaluation of an exponential number of terms. That is due to the equation for implementing the inclusion-exclusion principle of compound proba bilities: Fortunately, as we go to higher-order terms, their probability diminishes, and we can ignore them in the computation. That is because low-probability assign ments are going to be ignored in the approximation algorithm anyway. How many of the highest probabil ity IB assignments are needed in order to get a good approximation? Obviously, in the worst case the num ber is exponential in n. However, under the skewness assumption [8) (also section 1) the number is small. In fact, it follows directly from the skewness theorem [8] that if the highest (or second highest) probability com plete assignment is compatible with Aopt the highest probability IB assignment, and Aopt has at least log 2 k terms of Taylor expansion of ex. Thus, under the above conditions, if Aopt has (k + 1) log2 n unassigned nodes, the highest probability IB assignment will con tain at least rkp) of the probability mass.
Additionally, all non-supported (redundant) nodes can be dropped from the diagram. A node v is supported by a set of nodes V if it is in V or if v is an ancestor of some node in V. A node supported by the evidence nodes is called evidentially supported, and a node sup ported by a query node is called query supported. We are usually only interested in IB assignments properly evidentially supported by some set of evidence nodes. An assignment is properly evidentially supported if all the nodes in the assignment have a directed path of as signed nodes to an evidence node. Likewise, an IB as signment is properly query supported if every node in the assignment obeys the above condition w.r.t. query nodes.
Before we start searching for IB assignments, we can drop all evidence nodes that are d-separated from the query nodes, as well as all the nodes that are not either query supported or supported by one of the remaining evidence nodes.
We now present the anytime best-first search algo rithm, which is essentially the same as in [30) , but with provisions for collecting the probability mass in sets of IB assignments. It keeps a sorted agenda of states, where a state is an assignment, a node last expanded, and a probability estimate:
• Input: a Bayesian belief network B, evidence £ (a consistent assignment), a query node q.
• Output: successively improved approximations for P(q = q; ) , for each value q; in the domain of node q.
Preprocessing
• Initialize IB hypercubes for each node v E B.
• Sort the nodes of B such that no node ap pears after any of its ancestors. 2. Initializing: remove redundant nodes, and for each q; in the domain of q do: (a) Set up a result set for q;.
(b) Push the assignment £ U { q = q;} onto the agenda, with a probability estimate of 1. 3. Repeat until empty agenda:
(a) Pop assignment with highest estimate A from the agenda, and remove duplicate states (they will all be at the top of the agenda). (b) If the assignment is IB, add it to the result set of q;, where { q = q;} E A, and update the posterior probability approximation. (c) Otherwise, expand A at v, the next node, into a set of assignments S, and for each as signment Ai E S do: i. Estimate the probability of Aj.
11. Push Ai with its probability estimate and last-expanded node v into the agenda.
Expanding a state and the probability estimate is ex actly as in [30] : Ai =AU 1ij is the jth IB hypercube based on v that is maximal w.r.t. subsumption and consistent with A. The probability estimate is the product of hypercube probabilities for all nodes where the IB condition holds. The posterior probability ap proximation for q = q; given the evidence is:
Pa(q = q ; \ £) = P(result set for q;) 2:: ; ?(result set for q;)
The preprocessing is independent of the query and ev idence sets, and can thus be done once per network.
It is also possible to do preprocessing incrementally by moving it into the loop, initializing the hypercubes for a node only when expanded. By using this scheme, it is not even necessary that the belief network be explic itly represented in entirety. Applications which con struct belief networks incrementally (such as WIMP [3] ) might benefit from not having to generate parts of the network unless needed for ab ductive conclusions.
It is easy to generalize this algorithm to handle m > 1 query nodes, or to compute the probability of a par ticular joint state of m nodes, or even their joint pos terior distribution. This can be done by a somewhat different initialization and estimation steps, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Experimental results from [30] suggest that at least the highest probability IB assignment (the IB-MAP ) can be found in reasonable time for medium-size networks (up to 100 nodes) , but that problems start occurring for many instances of larger networks. The idea of using IB assignments to approximate posterior prob abilities is independent of the search method. Any algorithm providing the IB assignments in the correct order will do. In the next section, we discuss how the linear programming techniques used in [25, 27, 24, 30] can be used to deliver IB assignments in decreasing order of probability, for posterior probability approxi mation.
REDUCTION TO ILP
In [25] , [27] , [26] , and [24] , a method of converting the complete MAP problem to an integer linear program (ILP) was shown. In [30] a similar method that con verts the problem of finding the IB MAP to a linear inequality system was shown. We begin by reviewing the reduction, which is modified somewhat from [30] in order to decrease the number of equations, and dis cuss the further changes necessary to make the system find the next-best IB assignments. 
(c) For each pair of nodes w, v such that v E parents(w), and for each valued E Dv:
i=l (e) For each query node q: The objective function to optimize is:
In [30) it was shown that a optimal 0-1 solution to the system of inequalities induces an IB MAP on the original belief network. The minor modifications in troduced here, while having a favorable effect on the complexity, encode the same constraint and this do not affect the problem equivalence results of [30) .
If the optimal solution of the system happens to be 0-1, we have found the IB MAP. Otherwise, we need to branch: select a variable h which is assigned a non 0,1 value, and create two sets of inequalities (subprob lems), one with h = 1 and the other with h = 0. Each of these now needs to be solved for an optimal 0-1 solu tion, as in [27] . This branch and bound algorithm may have to solve an exponential number of systems, but in practice that is not the case. Additionally, the sub problems are always smaller in number of equations or number of variables.
To create a subproblem, h is clamped to either 0 or Once the optimal 0-1 solution is found, we need to add an equation prohibiting that solution, and then to find an optimal solution to the resulting set of equations.
Let S be the set of nodes in the IB assignment A in duced by the optimal 0-1 solution. To update the sys tem, add the following equation :
This equation prevents any solution which induces an assignment B s.t. the variables in S are assigned the same values as in A. Thus, it is not just a recurrence of A that is prohibited, but of any assignment B sub sumed by A, in which case we would also like to ignore B.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As we mentioned earlier, because they are partial as signments, each IB MAP gathers more mass per as signment than the complete MAPs. We studied this mass accumulation for IB MAPs by taking each assign ment one at a time in order of probability. By plotting the percentage of mass accumulated versus the num ber of assignments used, we can get a fair idea of the IB MAP approach's growth rate. In particular, we extracted the top 25 IB assignments per problem in stance from 50 randomly generated networks (see [30) for generation method) each having 10 nodes. (We chose 10 nodes since it was still feasible to compute each and every possible assignment in order to get the exact mass.) Figure 1 gives a brief summary of our networks.
Looking at our plot in Figure 2 , we can see that mass is accumulated fairly quickly and is contained in a small set of assignments as we expected. After 10 IB MAPs, we have already obtained on average roughly 80% of the total mass (and 60% for the worst diagram in stance in the experiment). Note that this result is for unskewed distributions, we expect a far higher accu mulation rate for skewed distributions.
With the favorable results for the 10 node cases, we should proceed to the larger network instances. Un fortunately, as we well know, trying a brute force technique of generating all the IB assignments for larger networks is still infeasible. Furthermore, as we mentioned earlier, even the heuristic method for just fi nding the best IB assignment begins to deteri orate rapidly starting at 100 nodes. Hence, we turn For the most part, we found our solutions relatively quickly. We would like to note though, that our package for solv ing integer linear programs was crudely constructed by the authors without the additional optimizations such as sparse systems, etc. Furthermore, much of our computational process is naturally parallelizable and should benefit immensely from techniques such as par allel simplex [13] and parallel ILP [1, 2] .
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RELATED WORK
The work on term computation [8] and related papers are extremely relevant to this paper. The skewness assumption made there, or a weaker version of it, also make our method applicable. In a sense, these meth ods complement each other, and it should be interest ing to see whether IB assignments (or at least maximal IB hypercubes) can be incorporated into a term com putation scheme.
This paper enumerates high probability IB assign ments using a backward search from the evidence. [21] also enumerates high probability assignments, but us ing a top down (forward) search. Backward constraints are introduced through conflicts. It is clear that the method is efficient for the example domain (circuit fault analysis), but it is less than certain whether other domains would obey the extreme probability assump tion that makes this work. If that assumption does not hold, it may turn out that backward search is still bet ter. On the other hand, it may still be possible to take advantage of IB hypercubes even in the forward search approach. It should also be possible to improve perfor mance of the backward search considerably by using a different heuristic than we did. In [ 4] our heuristic 
14.00 +---1-----+----t-----;- Problem lnstanct is called "cost so far", and a "cost sharing" heuristic defi ned there greatly outperforms "cost so far" when applied to proof graphs generated by WIMP [3] . Pre liminary attempts to apply cost sharing to finding IB MAPs show a great performance improvement.
The above cited papers [8, 21] It is not clear, however, how one might use it either to enumerate a number of high-probability assignments or make it search for the IB MAP. A genetic algo rithm for finding the MAP [22] makes a more interest ing case. The authors in [22] note that the probability mass of the population rises during the search and con verges on some value. They do not say whether assign ments in the population include duplicates, however, and make no mention of the possibility of approxi mating marginal probabilities with that population. It seems likely that if the search can be modified to search among IB assignments, then the fact that a whole population is used, rather than a single candi date, may provide a ready source of near-optimal IB assignments. Of course, we are not guaranteed to get IB assignments in decreasing order of probability, so slightly different methods would have to be used to approximate the marginal probabilities.
Finally, it should be possible to modify the algorithms presented in this paper to work on G IB assignments and 6-IB assignments, where an even greater probabil ity mass is packed into an assignment [30, 29] . Some theoretical issues will have to be dealt with before we can do that, however.
SUMMARY
Computing marginal (prior or posterior) probabilities in belief networks is NP-hard. Approximation schemes are thus of interest. Several deterministic approxima tion schemes enumerate terms, or assignments to sets of variables, of high probability, such that a relatively small number of them contain most of the probabil ity mass. This allows for an anytime approximation algorithm, whereby the approximation improves as a larger number of terms is collected. IB assignments are partial assignments that take advantage of local independencies not represented by the topology of the network, to reduce the number of assigned variables, and hence the probability mass in each assignment.
What remains to be done is to come up with these IB assignments in a decreasing order of probability. This is also a hard problem in general, unfortunately. The factors contributing to complexity, however, are not maximum clique size or loop cutset, but rather the number of hypercubes. Under probability skew ness assumptions, the search for high probability IB assignments is typically more efficient, and the result ing approximation (collecting a small number of as signments) is better.
Two algorithms for approximating marginal algo rithms are presented: a modification of a best-first search algorithm for finding the IB MAP, and an al gorithm based on linear programming. The latter, as expected, proves to be more efficient. We have also experimented on highly connected diagrams where the conditional probabilities are represented as sets of hy percubes (distribution arrays are precluded, since they are exponential in size) , and got favorable results in cases where the standard (join-tree or conditioning)
algorithms cannot handle in practice.
Future work will attempt to apply the approximation algorithms to cases where the IB condition holds ap proximately, called 6-IB assignments [28] . This should enable representation of noisy OR nodes in a linear number of IB hypercubes, where currently this is only possible for perfect or "dirty" OR nodes [30] . An other approach would be to reduce the dimensionality of the conditional tables by using approximation func tions [23] . This will directly impact the size of the ILP problem.
